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Abstract—This paper proposes a new distributed battery energy
architecture based on the microbank module (MBM) for dc micro-
grids. The benefits of the proposed architecture include: 1) no volt-
age sharing problem and no overcharge/overdischarge problem;
2) high compatibility and reliability; 3) high energy utilization effi-
ciency; 4) reduced volume and weight of the battery management
system (BMS). The proposed MBM consists of a microbidirectional
dc/dc converter, a micro-BMS and a cell bank. Moreover, taking
advantage of the battery recovery effect, a self-reconfiguration dis-
charge strategy is also proposed to further enhance the battery
performance and discharge efficiency of the new battery energy
storage system (BESS). To optimize the proposed control, an ef-
ficiency analytical model considering the battery recovery effect
is proposed using the curve fitting method. Owing to the bidirec-
tional capability, soft switching capability and high efficiency, the
dual active bridge (DAB) converters are chosen as the microbidirec-
tional dc/dc converters. A hybrid modulation strategy with variable
switching frequency combining the conventional phase-shift mod-
ulation and triangular current modulation is proposed for the DAB
converter to reduce the dominant loss and improve the efficiency
in wide load range based on the minimum loss model. A 1.5-kW
experimental testing platform consisting of four MBMs and four
12 V/100 Ah lithium battery modules was built to verify the pro-
posed architecture with the control and the proposed model. The
experimental results show that the discharge time of the proposed
distributed BESS is increased significantly under wide operation
condition with the self-reconfiguration control. The discharge ef-
ficiency of the BESS is improved by 7.1% with the idling time of
5 min under the power level of 1.5 kW.

Index Terms—Battery energy storage system (BESS), battery
management system (BMS), battery recovery effect, dual ac-
tive bridge (DAB), self-reconfiguration, zero voltage switching
(ZVS).
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ACRONYMS

ACMG Ac microgrid.
BESS Battery energy storage system.
BMS Battery management system.
CPM Conventional phase-shift modulation.
DAB Dual active bridge.
DCMG Dc microgrid.
DHB Dual half bridge.
DPS Dual phase shift.
EPS Extended phase shift.
FB Full bridge.
SMES Superconducting magnetic energy storage.
SOC State of charge.
TCM Triangular current modulation.
VSF Variable switching frequency.
ZCS Zero current switching.
ZVS Zero voltage switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of society, the power demand is
increasing rapidly, as well as the scale of power grid.

However, the large scale power grid has the following disadvan-
tages, such as high cost, difficult to operate and low reliability.
Nowadays, with the fast improvement of the power electronics,
the power system tends to be microminiaturized and distributed,
which gives rise to a novel conception, “MicroGrid” [1]. The
MicroGrid can achieve the distributed power generation effec-
tively and consists of the distributed energy sources and loads
according to a certain topologic structure. Currently, the Mi-
croGrid has two main forms, ac MicroGrid (ACMG) and dc
MicroGrid (DCMG). Though the ACMG is used more widely
by far, the DCMG have the following advantages: 1) low cost
and loss; 2) high power factor; 3) it can transmit more energy
than the ACMG under the same condition [2], [3]. As a result,
the DCMG has become an interesting research topic recently.

Fig. 1 shows the MicroGrid in future home based on a dc bus.
The energy storage unit is a critical part of the MicroGrid. It
not only guarantees the stability, but also increases the energy
efficiency of the system [4], [5]. The energy storage devices
mainly include the battery, the supercapacitor, the high-speed
flywheel and the superconducting magnetic energy storage, etc.
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Fig. 1. Microgrid based on dc bus.

Fig. 2. Conventional centralized BESS.

The storage battery attains a promising application due to the
advantages of high power density, flexibility and so on.

Fig. 2 shows the conventional centralized battery energy
storage system (BESS). Normally, multiple cell banks build
a storage unit in a matrix. The unit feeds the dc bus via a
centralized bidirectional dc/dc converter. A centralized battery
management system (BMS) is used to control the energy flow.
The BMS controls the power flow of the converter by monitor-
ing the voltage, temperature and state of charge (SOC) of each
cell bank. Though the centralized BESS is widely used by now,
it still suffers the flowing drawbacks: 1) voltage sharing and over
charge/discharge problem; 2) low efficiency and reliability; 3)
low flexibility; 4) poor compatibility; and 5) high production
cost, etc.

From Fig. 2, it is noted that the bidirectional dc/dc converter
plays an important role in the BESS. In high voltage applica-
tions, different transformer-based bidirectional converters were
proposed such as the full bridge converter [6], the dual active
bridge (DAB) converter [7], the dual half bridge converter [8]
and the resonant converter topologies [9]. Among these topolo-
gies, the DAB converter as shown in Fig. 3 is widely used in
the BESS owing to the electrical isolation, high reliability and
soft switching capability [10]. The leakage inductance of the

Fig. 3. DAB converter in the battery application.

transformer can also be absorbed by the resonant inductance.
Normally, the conventional phase-shift modulation (CPM) was
applied to the DAB converters [11]. The benefit is the soft
switching capability to minimize the switching loss in the DAB
converters. However, the range of the soft switching is limited
depending on the voltage conversion ratio and on the load cur-
rent [12], [13].

To extend the ZVS range of the DAB converters, an extended
phase shift control was proposed by modulating the duty cycle
of either the primary side or the secondary side voltage [14].
The dual phase shift control methods were proposed in order
to reduce the inductor RMS current or to extend ZVS range
further [15]. Among the control strategies, the triangular current
modulation (TCM) attracts more interest to improve the light
load efficiency due to lower inductor current and zero current
switching (ZCS) characteristic [16].

The contribution of this paper is to propose a new distributed
structure of BESS to solve the problem exists in the centralized
BESS. Moreover, a self-reconfiguration control strategy is pro-
posed to further improve the discharge efficiency based on the
battery recovery effect in the BESS. In order to achieve a high
efficiency in wide range load, a variable switching frequency
(VSF) hybrid control is proposed for the DAB converter. Under
light load condition, the TCM with VSF is applied to mini-
mize the total loss. Different from the approaches previously
proposed in the literature, the VSF hybrid control in this paper
is based on the overall loss optimization directly other than re-
duction of the reactive power or RMS current, which is more
effective in the perspective of improving the efficiency in wide
load range.

Section II presents the proposed distributed structure of BESS
and its advantages. Section III presents the proposed self-
reconfiguration control strategy. Section IV presents the pro-
posed VSF hybrid control strategy and the loss analysis of the
TCM. Section V demonstrates the simulation results. The exper-
imental results and discussion are given in Section VI. Section
VII provides a brief conclusion.

II. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED BESS BASED ON MICROBANK

MODULES (MBMS)

A. Proposed Architecture Based on MBMs

Fig. 4(a) shows the basic block diagram of an MBM. The basic
MBM consists of a microbidirectional dc/dc converter, a micro-
BMS and a cell bank. In order to optimize the characteristics
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Fig. 4. Proposed MBM and configuration architecture.

Fig. 5. Proposed architecture based on the MBMs for BESS.

of the single cell bank, the MBM is controlled independently
according to its optimal charge and discharge curve. The MBMs
can also be combined in series or parallel in order to meet
different current and voltage requirement. Fig. 4(b) and (c) gives
the parallel and series configuration, respectively. Moreover, the
series array and parallel array of the MBMs can be combined
together as shown in Fig. 5. This leads to great flexibility of the
constructed architecture.

Fig. 6 shows the hybrid BMS of the centralized BMS and
distributed micro-BMS. The micro-BMS in each MBM is con-
nected to a centralized BMS via the CAN bus to form a hierar-
chic structure of the BMS. This will drastically reduce the size
and weight of the conventional centralized BMS. Meanwhile, it

Fig. 6. Hybrid BMS of the centralize BMS and distributed micro-BMS.

can avoid a large wiring harness, and provides a large reduction
in the number of the modules and the cost.

B. Benefits of Proposed Architecture

Compared with the centralized BESS, the proposed architec-
ture has the following advantages:

1) No Voltage Sharing and Overcharge/Overdischarge
Problem: In the proposed architecture, each cell bank is
integrated with a Micro-Bi dc/dc converter and a Micro-
BMS. Hence, the voltage and current of each cell bank are
managed independently. This solves the voltage sharing
problem as well as the overcharge/overdischarge problem.
Moreover, this enables the cell bank to operate under the
optimal control and improve the efficiency and perfor-
mance.

2) High Compatibility: The MBMs function as an interface
between different types of cell banks and the dc bus. This
allows various types of cell banks to coexist in the pro-
posed architecture as long as they produce the required
voltage and current via the MBMs, so that the compati-
bility is increased greatly.

3) High Reliability With the Decoupling Control of Each
MBM: The MBM allows the decoupling control and re-
moves the possible negative influence on the cell banks
when the fault happens. As a result, the proposed sys-
tem has high tolerance to the faults and high reliability
compared with the conventional centralized BESS.

4) Better Space Utilization: In the centralized BESS, the
cell banks are placed around and a large space is needed.
This leads to the low utilization efficiency of space. How-
ever, for the proposed architecture, an MBM owns low
profile and high convenience to plug in. The MBMs
can be integrated into the MicroGrid more conveniently
and efficiently, which improves the space utilization
efficiency.

5) Hybrid Combination Capability of Centralize BMS and
Distributed BMS for Low Profile and Cost: Due to the
module structure of the MBM, the micro-BMS can be
combined with the centralized BMS to form a hierarchic
structure of the BMS. This will drastically reduce the
size and weight of the conventional centralized BMS. At
the same time, it can avoid a large wiring harness, and
provide a large reduction in the number of modules and the
cost.
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III. PROPOSED SELF-RECONFIGURATION CONTROL BASED

ON BATTERY RECOVERY EFFECT

A. Battery Recovery Effect

There are varieties of energy optimization studies in the lit-
erature that mostly consider batteries as ideal energy reservoirs.
However, most commercial batteries are governed by the com-
plex nonlinear internal chemical reactions to provide energy
[17], [18]. It is interesting to note that when the battery idles
during some period without discharging, the diffusion process
compensates for the depletion of the active materials during
discharge and battery output voltage increases [19]. This phe-
nomenon has been observed in various types of batteries, such as
lead-acid battery, lithium battery, Ni-Cd battery, etc. That is the
nonlinear discharge characteristic obtained by most batteries—
the recovery effect, that is, the deliverable energy in a battery
can be self-replenished, if left idling for sufficient time.

B. Proposed Self-Reconfiguration Control Strategy

The battery recovery effect opens up the possibility of the bat-
tery scheduling in the multiple-battery systems. The controlled
switch matrix is used to reconfigure the composite structure
of multiple cell banks automatically according to the dynamic
load/storage demand in [20] and [21]. There exist two types
of the battery discharge mode. The first one is the continuous
discharge without any relaxation (period of rest). The second
one is the intermittent discharge, which implies that the bat-
tery goes through periods of rest between successive discharge.
In the centralized BESS, each battery bank discharges simul-
taneously and can only apply the continuous discharge mode
without the recovery time. But in the proposed architecture, the
battery banks are controlled by the local micro dc/dc converters
independently. So the self-reconfiguration strategy is proposed
to increase the energy utilization of the BESS. The main idea
here is to use multiple batteries in an intermittent discharge fash-
ion to prolong the discharge time of the battery storage system.
The operation condition of each battery is depended on its SOC.
In each discharge cycle, the battery with the lowest SOC idles
to recover capacity while others are still active to supply the
energy.

Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of the proposed control. Based
on the information of the battery bank, etc., the voltage, current,
the micro-BMS can estimate the SOC of each battery bank
from (1)

SOCt = SOC0 −
1

CN

∫ t

0
i(τ) dτ (1)

where SOC0 is the initial SOC and is determined by the open-
circuit voltage of the battery bank, i(τ) is the discharge current
and CN is the rated capacity. The method presented by (1) is
called “Coulomb Counting Method.” Compared with other SOC
estimation methods, this method is normally applied to estimate
the SOC and more accurate when the battery is discharging.

Seen from Fig. 7, with the optimal scheduling algorithm of the
self-reconfiguration discharge strategy, the SOC of each battery
bank is calculated real time. Then, the SOC information of each

Fig. 7. Block diagram of proposed self-reconfiguration control.

Fig. 8. Flow chat of proposed algorithm.

bank is shared by the micro-BMS. The obtained PWM control
signals communicate between the local micro-BMS and dc/dc
converter. The optimal scheduling algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.
Initially, the range of the operation SOC is set. First, the banks
that meet the range of the operation SOC are determined and
sorted in a descending order in terms of their average SOC. Then,
the first ranking N banks are selected to discharge depending on
the load requirement. This reconfiguration can be performed
with a constant time interval T. The key point of the proposed
self-reconfiguration control is based on the battery recovery
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effect, the battery with the lowest SOC idles to take the recovery
process, so the energy efficiency of the distributed BESS system
could be improved significantly.

Actually, if the load is heavy, the self-reconfiguration dis-
charge strategy will not be applied and all batteries are active
and provide energy to the load at the same time. Therefore,
the maximum output power of the distributed BESS with the
self-reconfiguration control is the same as the maximum output
power with respect to the one without the self-reconfiguration
control.

C. Modeling of Energy Improvement Efficiency Based
on the Battery Recovery Effect

It is noted that the proposed self-reconfiguration control strat-
egy is based on the battery recovery effect. The energy effi-
ciency improvement with the proposed control depends on the
discharge current and idling time of the batteries. Therefore,
an efficiency model considering the recovery effect is helpful
to predict the energy utilization of the batteries quantitatively
and maximum the overall performance of the BESS. Actually,
there is a design tradeoff between the idling time and discharge
current to maximize the efficiency of the proposed control.

There is a wide variety of the battery modeling methods,
which can capture battery behavior for specific purposes. The
electrochemical battery models in [22]–[24] describe the funda-
mental mechanisms of the battery design process and are used
to optimize the physical design aspects of batteries. The elec-
trical battery models in [25]–[28] are the electrical equivalent
model using a combination of the voltage sources, resistors and
capacitors to capture the I–V characteristics of batteries. The
hybrid battery models in [29] and [30], which are based on the
electrical battery model and kinetic battery model, can capture
the dynamic characteristics and nonlinear behaviors of the bat-
teries more accurately. Some of these models have mentioned
the battery recovery effect. However, none of these models has
a specific and intuitive description of the recovery effect in the
modeling of the battery. Therefore, using the aforementioned
models in the simulation of the conventional BESS, the ad-
vantage of the recovery effect could not be demonstrated and
predicted precisely.

The idea proposed here is to use the curve fitting method to
build the efficiency model of the recovery effect based on the
measured discharge curves of the batteries when the reconfig-
uration control is applied. Normally, the recovery curve can be
obtained based on the measurement of the batteries. As an ex-
ample, Fig. 9(a) shows the characteristic curve of the battery
recovery effect. From Fig. 9(a), when the battery is discharged
with the discharge current of idis , the battery voltage reduces
continuously. At t1 , the battery stops discharging, and the bat-
tery voltage starts to recover and increase during the idling
time. As the blue curve shown in Fig. 9(a), the recovery curve
is steep initially and tends to become smooth as the idling time
increases. Basically, the battery recovery effect is influenced
by three factors including the active time tact, the idling time
tidl and the discharge current idis . On the other hand, the bat-
tery open-circuit voltage (OCV) is related to the SOC. Actually,

the SOC is a function of the battery OCV. This SOC estima-
tion method is called the “OCV Method.” During the relaxation
phases, there is no discharging current, so (1) is not applicable
to estimate the SOC. Therefore, the OCV method is used to
estimate the SOC when the battery is idling to take the recovery
effect. On the other hand, compared with other SOC estimation
methods, the OCV method is more accurate with the idling bat-
tery. Fig. 9(b) shows the typical curve between the OCV and
SOC of the iron phosphate Li-ion battery. It is noted that the
recovered SOC is a function of the recovered voltage.

Combining Fig. 9(a) and (b), the transfer function between the
recovered SOC and idling time is derived as shown in Fig. 9(c).
Fig. 9(c) shows the curve of the recovered SOC versus the
idling time. Using the curve fitting method, the recovered SOC
curve as the function of the idling time tidl can be expressed as
analytically

SOCrec(tidl, tact , idis) = a · arctan(tbidl) · arctan (tcact) · iddis
(2)

where tidl is the idling time, tact is the active time, idis is the
discharge current, and a, b, c and d are the correction factors,
depending on the different battery measured recovery curves.

In the proposed architecture, the recovered energy for each
idling cycle Qr-cycle can be expressed as

Qr-cycle = SOCrec · Q mod (3)

where Qmod is the capacity of each battery module and SOCrec
is the recovered SOC.

From (3), the recovered energy for each module Qr is

Qr = N · Qr-cycle = N · SOCrec · Q mod (4)

where N is the number of the idling cycle times of each battery
module.

From (4), the total active time of each battery module ttotoal
is

ttotal =
Q mod + Qr

idis
=

Q mod + N · SOCrec · Q mod

idis
(5)

where idis is the discharge current.
In order to guarantee that each module is involved in the

discharge process, the active time tact and the idling time tidl of
the battery module has the following relationship:

tact =
M ′

M − M ′ · tidl (6)

where M is the total number of the battery modules, and M′ is
the number of the active battery modules.

The number of the idling cycle times of each battery module
N is

N =
ttotal

tact
(7)

where ttotal is the total active time of each battery module and
tact is the active time in each cycle.

Substituting (5) and (6) into (7), N can be expressed as

N =
Q mod

id i s ·M ′

M −M ′ · tidl − SOCrec · Q mod
. (8)
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Fig. 9. (a) Characteristic curve of the battery recovery effect. (b) Typical curve between the OCV and SOC of iron phosphate Li-ion battery. (c) Derived curve
of the recovered SOC versus the idling time.

The recovered energy for the system Qr-total is

Qr-total = M · Qr (9)

where Qr is the recovered energy for each module and M is the
total number of the battery modules.

The total energy of the system is

Qtotal = M · Q mod (10)

where Qmod is the capacity of each battery module.
The efficiency of the recovered energy is defined as

η =
Qr-total

Qtotal
. (11)

Substituting (9) and (10) into (11), combining (4), η can be
derived as

η =
Qr

Q mod
= N · SOCrec . (12)

Substituting (2) and (8) into (12), combining (6), η can be
expressed as

As a result, (13), as shown at the bottom of the page, is the
analytical model of the energy improvement efficiency η, where
a, b, c, and d can be obtained by the curve fitting method on the
recovery effect, M, M′, Qmod , tact , tidl and idis are determined
by the design requirement of the BESS.

Fig. 10. Proposed VSF hybrid control.

IV. PROPOSED VSF HYBRID CONTROL FOR DAB CONVERTERS

A. Proposed VSF Hybrid Control for DAB Converters

The DAB converters are chosen for the MBMs in the battery
application. The battery voltage Vbat is 10.8∼13.8 V, the bus
voltage Vbus is 360∼400 V and the turn ratio n is 16. Fig. 10
shows the proposed VSF hybrid control strategy. The VSF TCM
is applied under light load condition to minimize the overall
loss of the switching loss, the conduction loss, the drive loss
and the copper loss of the transformer. On the one hand, the
TCM can reduce the inductor RMS current for lower conduction
loss due to the discontinuous current. On the other hand, with
the TCM, six switches can achieve ZCS turn on and turn off,
and the other two switches can achieve ZVS turn on for low

η =
a · arctan(tbidl) · arctan

[(
M ′

M −M ′ · tidl

)c]
· iddis · Q mod

id i s ·M ′

M −M ′ · tidl − a · arctan(tbidl) · arctan
[(

M ′

M −M ′ · tidl
)c] · iddis · Q mod

(13)
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Fig. 11. Optimization curve with the conventional TCM: power loss versus
switching frequency (Po = 150 W).

switching loss. When the output power exceeds the TCM power
transfer threshold under heavy load condition, the CPM with the
constant switching frequency is applied. With the CPM under
heavy load condition, all switches can achieve ZVS turn on
and high efficiency can be achieved. With the combination of
the CPM and TCM, the advantages of the CPM and TCM are
taken to achieve high efficiency during wide load range. In this
case, the maximum power transferred with the TCM under the
switching frequency of 400 kHz is 380 W, so 375 W is chosen
as the boundary of CPM and TCM.

Compared to the conventional CSF TCM proposed previ-
ously, the key of the proposed VSF TCM is to find the op-
timal switching frequency to minimize the overall loss. With
the TCM, lower switching frequency normally leads to higher
inductor RMS current due to the increase of the peak induc-
tor current. High switching frequency is desired to reduce the
conduction loss when the output power increases. Nevertheless,
high switching frequency also results in high switching loss
and gate drive loss. This leads to a design tradeoff to select
the optimal switching frequency between the conduction loss,
switching loss and drive loss. However, the DAB converter with
the conventional CSF TCM could not optimize the overall loss
in wide load range.

Based on the analysis, Fig. 11 illustrates the optimal curve
F (fs) with the TCM as a function of switching frequency fs

F (fs) = pswitching + pdrive + pcond + pcu (14)

where pswitching is the switching loss, pdrive is the drive loss,
pcond is the conduction loss of MOSFETs, and Pcu is the copper
loss of the transformer. It should be noted that for the high
frequency transformer, when the excitation frequency f goes up,
the peak flux density B is reduced by the same amount; on the
other hand, the loss coefficients α, β of the selected material in
this paper are quite similar, the core losses remain essentially
unchanged with variable operating frequency. Therefore, it is
not included in (14) as the objective function.

It is observed that F (fs) is a U-shaped curve, and therefore,
the optimization switching frequency under this condition can
be located at the lowest loss point of the curve. Seen from
Fig. 11, the optimal fs can be chosen as 220 kHz in this case.

It should be noted that in Fig. 11, the optimal point is decided
under the output power of 150 W. Actually, the optimal points
depending on the total loss change when the output power varies.

Fig. 12. Optimization curve with TCM under different load condition: power
loss versus switching frequency.

Fig. 13. Loss distribution of DAB converter with conventional TCM: fs =
500 kHz.

Fig. 14. Loss distribution comparison between proposed VSF and conven-
tional TCM.

Fig. 12 gives the optimal curves under different load condition.
It is observed that when the output power increases from 100
to 300 W, the optimal switching frequency varies from 150 to
420 kHz. This means that higher switching frequency leads to
minimum total losses as the output power increases.

As shown in Fig. 12, the optimal VSF is desired to minimize
the dominant loss with the TCM. It is interesting to notice that
F (fs) varies little around the optimal point, which means there
is no need to change the switching frequency with the load
simultaneously.

It should be noted that the maximum switching frequency is
limited by the core loss and skin effect of the magnetic. At the
same time, the minimum switching frequency should also be
limited to the saturation of the transformer core. Practically, the
switching frequency is chosen from 250∼500 kHz according to
the magnetic component in this application.
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Fig. 15. Centralized BESS.

Fig. 16. SOC curves in BESS.

B. Loss Analysis and Comparison for the DAB Converter

1) Loss Analysis With Conventional TCM: Fig. 13 shows the
loss distribution of the DAB converter with the conventional
TCM under different load condition. It is noted that the domi-
nant loss under 50 W condition are the drive loss Pdrive and the
switching loss Pswitching , which are 2.1 W (34%) and 2.5 W
(40%), respectively. The dominant loss under 300 W condition
are the conduction loss Pcond and Pswithcing , which are 6.2 W
(33%) and 6.0 W (32%), respectively. As the load condition
increases, the percentage of Pcond increases and the percentage
of Pdrive decreases, respectively. Pswitching takes a relatively
high percentage during a wide load rang. Minimizing the dom-
inant loss according to the load condition is an effective way to
optimize the efficiency in wide load range.

2) Loss Distribution Comparison Between the Conventional
CSF TCM and VSF TCM: Fig. 14 gives the loss distribution
comparison of the DAB converter between the conventional CSF
and the VSF with the TCM. One of the main design considera-
tions is to optimize the size and volume of the magnetic compo-
nents, and increase the power density. Therefore, the switching
frequency of 500 kHz is chosen for the conventional CSF TCM
to maintain the same power density and full load efficiency for
fair comparison. As shown in Fig. 14, the total loss is reduced
by 1.8 W under 50-W load condition, which translates into an
efficiency improvement of 3.6%. It is noted the efficiency im-
provement is more effective under the light load condition. This
is because under the light load condition, the drive loss and the
switching loss become dominant loss among the total loss. The
optimal switching frequency can reduce the drive loss and the
switching loss more effectively. Thus, the target to minimize the
total loss of the DAB converter is achieved and high efficiency
can be achieved.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 15 shows the simulated model of the centralized BESS.
Four battery banks in parallel feed the load via a centralized
bi-dc/dc converter. Different internal resistance of the battery
models is set intentionally to model the disparity. The SOCs of
each battery are monitored in real time and sent to the centralized
BMS.

Fig. 16 shows the simulation results of the centralized BESS.
When the SOC of bank 2 reaches the threshold, the other three
battery banks also stop discharging. It is calculated that the
energy utilization is as low as 66.7%.

Fig. 17 shows the model of the proposed architecture. It
should be pointed that each battery bank is connected to the
local microbi dc/dc converter individually. Fig. 18 shows the
simulation results. It is observed that each battery is fully dis-
charged according to the SOC status. The difference of the
discharge rate among batteries caused by the internal resis-
tance difference is eliminated. The energy capacity is fully uti-
lized. There is no potential circulating current among the battery
banks.

The proposed self-reconfiguration discharge control is sim-
ulated on the proposed system in Fig. 17. The recovery effect
is included in the battery model. The optimal scheduling algo-
rithm of the self-reconfiguration discharge strategy in Fig. 8 is
programmed in Matlab. In this case, N is set to be 3, and T is 50 s.
Fig. 19 shows the results. The battery with the lowest SOC will
be shutdown to take the recovery process at the interval of T.
Owing to the battery recovery effect, the distributed BESS gains
an extra energy capacity of 3 Ah, which is 12.5% of the original
storage energy. This leads to an increasement of the discharge
time as much as 13.6%. In the large scale BESS of several or
even dozens of kilowatts, the energy capacity improvement is
considerable.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to verify the proposed self-reconfiguration control,
the hardware platform has been built. Fig. 20 shows the photo
of the hardware platform. The system consists of four MBMs,
which can provide a maximum power of 500 W, respectively.
With the proposed control, three MBMs are always active while
one is idling. The system can provide a maximum power of
1500 W. The lithium battery module of 12 V/100 Ah from
Pylon Technologies is chosen as the battery bank, and four
battery banks are utilized.

The ZVS DAB converter is used as the Micro-Bi dc–dc con-
verter. The Freescale DSP MC56F8257 is used as the Micro-
BMS to implement the proposed control strategy. The spec-
ifications are as follows: battery voltage: Vbat = 10.8 ∼ 13.8
V; bus voltage: Vbus = 360 ∼ 400 V; output power: Po =
500 W; switching frequency: fs = 250 ∼ 500 kHz. The com-
ponent of the power train are as follows: the transformer
turns ratio: n = 1:16; total inductance Lr = 30 μH; LV side
MOSFETs Q1 ∼ Q4 : BSC014N03LS (30 V/100 A/1.4 mΩ
from Infineon); HV side MOSFETs Q5 ∼ Q8 : IPP65R380E6
(650 V/10.6 A/0.38 Ω from Infineon). A Hall-effect sensor
BJHCS-PS25 is used to sample the LV side current and a
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Fig. 17. Proposed distributed BESS.

Fig. 18. SOC curves in the distributed system.

Fig. 19. SOC curves in the distributed BESS with self-reconfiguration dis-
charge strategy.

Hall-effect-based linear current sensor IC ACS712ELCTR-
05B-T is used to sense the HV side current. Two isolation ampli-
fiers HCPL-7840 are used to sample the LV and HV side voltage,
respectively.

A. Verification of Proposed Self-Reconfiguration Control

In order to do a fair comparison, two different experimen-
tal scenarios are set to verify the proposed self-reconfiguration
control under variable conditions.

1) Same Idling Time With the Different Power Level: In the
test, the distributed BESS consists of four MBMs. With the

Fig. 20. Photo of experimental testing platform.

proposed self-reconfiguration control strategy, three MBMs are
active to provide the output power while one stands by. In order
to verify the proposed control strategy in a wide load range, the
power level of the BESS is set to be 750, 900, 1200 and 1500 W,
corresponding to half load, 60% load, 80% load and full load of
each active MBM in the system with the proposed control. The
idling time is 15 min.

Fig. 21(a) shows the discharge curves of the MBM with and
without the proposed self-reconfiguration control in the dis-
tributed BESS under a power level of 1200 W. In the distributed
BESS with the conventional control, all of the four MBMs are
active, and each MBM provides 300 W. So the discharge time
of the system is determined by the MBM which reaches the
voltage threshold first, as the red curve shown in Fig. 21(a). The
left four curves represent the discharge curve of the four MBMs
in the distributed BESS with the proposed self-reconfiguration
control. While with the proposed control, three MBMs need to
be active all the time, so the discharge time of the system is
determined when two MBMs reach the threshold voltage. Then,
the improved discharge time can be calculated. The idling time
is for the battery to take the recovery process. It is observed that
the voltage of the battery increases during the idling time, which
demonstrates that the capacity of the battery can be increased
owing to the battery recovery effect. As a result, the discharge
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Fig. 21. Discharge curves of the MBM with different power level. (a) 1200 W;
(b) 750 W; (c) 900 W; (d) 1500 W.

time of the BESS with the proposed control is extended by
5.85% under 1200 W. Fig. 21(b)–(d) shows the similar im-
provement with different power level of 750, 900 and 1500 W,
respectively.

Table I summarizes the measured discharge time of the BESS
with and without the proposed self-reconfiguration control. The
discharge time of the BESS is increased by 6.12%, 6.3%, 5.85%
and 5.67%, corresponding to the power level of 750, 900, 1200
and 1500 W.

TABLE I
MEASURED DISCHARGE TIME OF THE DISTRIBUTED BESS WITH THE IDLING

TIME OF 15 MIN

Power level (W) Conventional (min) Proposed (min) Improved efficiency

750 294 312 6.12%
900 238 253 6.3%
1200 179.5 190 5.85%
1500 141 149 5.67%

Fig. 22. Comparison of the measured and modeled energy improvement effi-
ciency under different power level with the idling time of 15 min.

In the experimental testing platform, the BESS contains four
battery modules, which are lithium battery modules of 12 V/100
Ah. Three battery modules are active all the time, and one is
idling depending on the SOCs. Under this condition, the param-
eters in (13) have the following values, Qmod = 100, M = 4,
and M ′ = 3. The correction factors can be obtained based on
the measurement on the lithium battery module. In this case,
a = 0.03714, b = 1.086, c = −0.1682 and d = 0.99. Substi-
tuting these values into (13), the energy improvement efficiency
curve can be derived.

Fig. 22 shows the comparison of the measured and modeled
energy improvement efficiency under different power level with
the idling time of 15 min. The different power level represents
different discharge current of the battery modules. It is observed
that the increased energy decreases slightly as the discharge
current increases. The discharge current has limited influence
on the effectiveness of the proposed control. The modeling re-
sults match the measured well. The maximum error between
the measured and modeling results is about 7%. This is due
to the nonlinear characteristic of the battery recovery effect. In
addition, the analytical model does not take the loss of dc/dc
converter into consideration.

2) Different Idling Time With the Same Power Level: In or-
der to investigate the impact of different idling time on the
effectiveness of the proposed self-reconfiguration control un-
der the same power level, the idling time is set to be 5, 15
and 30 min, respectively. The power levels of 750 and 1500 W
are used to make a sharp comparison. Figs. 23 and 24 show
the discharge curve of the MBM under different discharge
condition.
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Fig. 23. Discharge curves with different idling time under the power level of
750 W. (a) 5 min; (b) 30 min.

Fig. 24. Discharge curves with different idling time under the power level of
1500 W. (a) 5 min; (b) 30 min.

TABLE II
INCREASED ENERGY WITH DIFFERENT IDLING TIME

Power level 30 min 15 min 5 min

750 W 3.80% 6.12% 7.86%
1500 W 3.20% 5.67% 7.1%

Table II summarizes the measured energy improvement effi-
ciency of the BESS under different discharge situation. It can
be seen that the shorter idling time, higher efficiency can be
achieved for both 750 and 1500 W.

Figs. 25 and 26 show the comparison of the measured and
modeled energy improvement efficiency with different idling
time under the power level of 750 and 1500 W, respectively. The
maximum error between the measured and modeling results is
around 8%. The measured and modeled results both show that
the energy improvement efficiency decreases significantly as the
idling time increases compared to Fig. 22. Therefore, a shorter
idling time is preferred to realize the proposed control and im-
prove the recovery energy efficiency. From Figs. 25 and 26, it
is observed that the changing tendency of the energy improve-
ment efficiency becomes gentle when the idling time reduces
close to zero value. So, there is an optimal idling time for the
proposed self-reconfiguration control theoretically. As a matter
of fact, to further decrease the idling time is less effective as the
energy improvement efficiency is limited. On the other hand,
if the idling time is too small, it reduces the power conversion
efficiency of the dc–dc converters during the reconfiguration
progress and reduces the system stability.

As a conclusion, the effectiveness of the proposed control
mainly depends on the idling time, and is nearly influenced by
the discharge current. A shorter idling time is more favorable to
realize the proposed control and there exists optimal idling time
in the design. The proposed analytical model can predict the
trend of the energy improvement efficiency versus the discharge
current and idling time well and match the experimental results
well.

B. Verification of Proposed VSF Control for the DAB
Converter

In the part, the proposed VSF control for the DAB converter
of the MBM is verified. Fig. 27 shows the control block diagram.
In Fig. 27, the mode and fs selection block are used to select the
mode (CPM or TCM) and the switching frequency fs based on
the output power of the battery. M denotes the selected mode.
For example, when the CPM is used, mode I will be enabled
with the CPM. Otherwise, mode II will be enabled with the
TCM. δ, fs , D1 and D2 are used to generate the PWM register
values in the DSP. D1 and D2 are

D1 = 0.5, D2 = 0.5 (CPM)

D1 =
2δ

π(1 − k)
, D2 =

2kδ

π(1 − k)
(TCM). (15)
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Fig. 25. Comparison of the measured and theoretical energy improvement
efficiency with different idling time under the power level of 750 W.

Fig. 26. Comparison of the measured and theoretical energy improvement
efficiency with different idling time under the power level of 1500 W.

Fig. 27. Control diagram of the DAB converter.

Fig. 28 shows the key waveforms with different modulation
strategies under 100-W load condition. As shown in Fig. 28(a),
the peak current of the iLr is 4 A and the RMS current is high due
to the continuous current with the conventional CPM. Fig. 28(b)
shows the waveforms with the conventional TCM. Compared
to Fig. 28(a), it is observed that lower peak (from 4 to 1.9 A)
and RMS current can be achieved with the TCM (from 4 to 1.9

Fig. 28. Key waveforms with different modulation methods under 100-W
load condition. (a) Conventional CPM: fs = 500 kHz. (b) Conventional TCM:
fs = 500 kHz. (c) Proposed VSF hybrid TCM: fs = 250 kHz.

A), which results in the driving loss, the circulating loss and the
switching loss reduction.

Fig. 28(c) shows the key waveforms with the VSF hybrid
TCM control under 100-W load condition. It is noted that the
switching frequency is 250 kHz with the proposed control under
100-W load condition, which is half of the conventional CPM
and TCM. The peak value of iLr is about

√
2 times of the

TCM under 500 kHz (from 1.9 to 2.7 A), but still lower than
the CPM under 500 kHz. The proposed VSF TCM minimizes
the dominant loss which helps to achieve high efficiency since
the frequency related loss (the drive loss and switching loss) is
dominant under 100-W load condition.

Fig. 29 shows the measured efficiency comparison between
the CPM, the CSF hybrid control and the proposed VSF
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Fig. 29. Efficiency comparison; top: proposed VSF hybrid control; mid: CSF
hybrid control: fs = 500 kHz; bottom: conventional CPM: fs = 500 kHz.

hybrid control. It is observed that under light load condition
of 100 W, the efficiency is improved from 78.2% to 88.2%
(an improvement of 10.0%) with the CSF hybrid control. With
the proposed VSF hybrid control, the efficiency is further
improved from 88.2% to 90.3% (an improvement of 2.1%)
since the VSF TCM is more effective to reduce the dominant
loss. Differently from the conventional approaches previously
proposed, the VSF hybrid control in this paper is based on the
overall loss optimization method directly other than reduction
of the reactive power or RMS current.

VII. CONCLUSION

To overcome drawbacks of the centralized BESS, a new
distributed architecture of BESS based on the MBMs is pro-
posed in this paper. The MBM consists of a microbidirectional
dc/dc converter, a micro-BMS and a cell bank. Moreover, a
self-reconfiguration control strategy based on the battery recov-
ery effect is proposed to further improve the energy efficiency
in the distributed BESS. An efficiency analytical model con-
sidering the recovery effect is proposed using the curve fitting
method. The DAB converters are chosen as the microbidirec-
tional dc/dc converters and a hybrid VSF control is proposed to
achieve high efficiency in wide load range.

An experimental testing platform of 1.5 kW consisting of
four MBMs and four 12 V/100 Ah lithium battery modules was
built to verify the proposed architecture and control. The exper-
imental results verified the effectiveness of the proposed control
strategy. With the idling time of 15 min, the discharge efficiency
is improved by 5.67% under the power level of 1500 W. Sim-
ilarly, the discharge efficiency is improved by 7.1% and 3.2%
under different idling time of 5 and 30 min with the power level
of 1500 W, respectively. The effectiveness of the proposed self-
reconfiguration control mainly depends on the idling time, and is
nearly influenced by the discharge current. A shorter idling time
is more favorable to realize the proposed self-reconfiguration
control and there exists optimal idling time in the design. The
efficiency analytical model considering the recovery effect of
the batteries is verified by the experimental results. This model
can be used to predict the trend of the energy improvement ef-
ficiency versus the discharge current and idling time well. The

12 V/380 V/500 W DAB converters with the switching fre-
quency range from 250 to 500 kHz were built to function as
MBMs. An efficiency improvement of 2.1% is achieved with
the proposed VSF hybrid control under 20% load condition.
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